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ABSTRACT

The insertion loss of fiber-optic components is one of the most important

parameters that determine the performance of fiber-optic transmission systems.

Some of the most widely used components in fiber optics systems are fiber optic
connectors. To achieve a low loss connection between two optical fibers, precise and

accurate alignment of their cores is essential. To achieve good quality alignment in

a typical connector, high accuracy and precision must be maintained with respect to

all connector ferrule geometrical parameters such as concentricity error, outside

diameter, micro-hole diameter and end radius. Having an accurate measurement

method for these parameters is a fundamental need for the connectormanufacturing

industry to asses and control their manufacturing processes. Up to now, the

industry was unable to directly measure ferrule concentricity because all current

standard testmethods measure a combination of ferrule outside diameter roundness

error and concentricity error. However, it is important to distinguish between

concentricity error and roundness error because the ferrules are inserted into a

ceramic sleeve that mostly accommodates the roundness error of the ferrule. At the

same time, ferrule roundness error is an important parameter of the ferrule and it

should not be ignored. A clear separation between the measurement of ferrule

concentricity and roundness error would improve the concentricity measurement

accuracy, resulting in better process controls and a subsequent reduction of

connector insertion loss in the field.

The new method proposed in this thesis, allows the concentricity error to be

separated from the roundness error. The mechanical configuration of the method is

identical to the standard surface reference method butmore sophisticated analysis is

employed. In the proposed method, the concentricity and roundness errors are

calculated using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Because the frequency

components generated by the DFT are orthogonal, the roundness and concentricity
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Fiber optics is one of the most widely deployed technologies in modem

communications networks. The most significant advantage of fiber optic systems
over traditional copper systems is the ability to carry extremely high bandwidth

(40Gbls and beyond) signals over large distances on a single 125 J.IlIl diameter glass
fiber. This is significant because much less frequent signal regeneration is required
and the cross-sectional area of a fiber optic cable is an order ofmagnitude smaller

than a copper cable with the same information bandwidth. Other advantages of

optical fiber include high immunity to electromagnetic interference and enhanced
.

security compared to copper cable and wireless communications systems. Although
for

.

low bandwidth applications copper is still the most economical transmission

medium, as bandwidth requirements grow, fiber optics becomes much more

attractive. Fiber optic cable gained initial acceptance in submarine and inter-oftice

terrestrial links, where the requirements of large bandwidth and long distances

justified the cost of an optical fiber system. However, with the rapid growth of the

Internet and internal corporate data communications, large bandwidth is in demand

closer and closer to the end user. This demand for bandwidth, coupled with the

falling cost ofoptical fiber and components, has made optical fiber systems the most .

economical choice for an ever-increasing number ofapplications.

An illustration ofa basic fiber-optic communication link is shown in Figure 1.

LASER
or LED

Photodiode
•••

TxTerminal
Joint

RxTerminal

Figure 1. Fiber optic transmission link.



Information at the transmitting terminal is converted from an electrical signal
to an optical signal (light). This conversion is typically accomplished by modulating
a laser or in some cases an LED. In practice, the transmitting light source is

permanently bonded to a small length of :fiber, which is then joined to :fiber in the

network cabling when the terminal equipment is connected to the transmission

network. The light travels down the :fiber, through any number ofjoining points and

possibly an optical amplifier (depending on the application), and then through the

:final joining point to the receiving terminal equipment. Receivers are typically
constructed of a photo diode bonded to a short length of :fiber. The photo diode

converts the light signal back into electrical signals for further processing. A

complete end-user to end-user communications system may be comprised of several

:fiber-optic links that are connected between electrical devices such as hubs, routers,

repeaters and switches. Performance of the entire communication system depends

greatly on the characteristics of the optical :fiber.

.. 250 um -----....

Figure 2. Cross-section ofa typical single-mode

optical fiber.

The structure of a typical single mode :fiber is shown in Figure 2. The glass :fiber

is very brittle and so it is coated with a 62.5 um layer of protective polymer. This

polymer coating helps smooth out stress concentrations, allowing the brittle :fiber
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inside to be bent in a 10 mm radius or smaller without breaking. The fiber itself has

a circular cross-section and consists of a core, which is the light carrying section of

the fiber and, a glass cladding. The core has a larger index of refraction than the

cladding. The difference in refractive index is made large enough so that at a given

operating wavelength, light injected into the core will effectively be trapped in the

core by total internal reflection and will be guided by the fiber. Figure 3 shows a

refractive index profile of a typical single mode fiber.

J\

Refractive Index

Ilcoating

Ilclaclcling

o Radial distanoe

Figure 3. Radial refractive index profile of single mode optical fiber.

There are two factors that limit the bandwidth and length of a fiber-optic
communication link. The first limiting factor is dispersion, which is the amount that

a light pulse spreads as it travels down the fiber. As a light pulse spreads, it begins
to overlap with adjacent pulses, and eventually the receiver can no longer

distinguish between adjacent pulses. Dispersion in single-mode optical fiber is due

to wavelength dependence of the refractive index and non-linearities in the fiber

properties. The second limiting factor is power loss between the transmitter and the
receiver. Reducing the loss in optical fiber systems is the ultimate goal of the work

described in this thesis. The fiber itself has a loss of 0.2 - 0.3 dBIkm for typical
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operating wavelengths. Loss in the fiber is due to scattering and absorption of the

light power. There is also loss at each joining point. Because there can be many

joining points in a communications link, it is very important to keep the loss at the

joints as small as possible. When selecting a joining method, factors such as ease of

reconfiguration and reliabilitymust be considered in addition to loss.

There are several different methods for joining two fibers together. The most

popular methods are fusion splicing, mechanical splicing, single- and multi-fiber

connectorization, and hybrid methods. In a fusion splice, the two fibers to be joined
are stripped, cleaved and placed together in a precise holding fixture. An electrical

arc is used to rapidlymelt the glass on each bare end of fiber. Because the ends are

in contact, the glass from each fiber flows together and a permanent joint is made.

The joint is normally covered with a plastic pad to protect the spliced area from

bends that might cause the fiber to break. Fusion splices have very low loss, are

stable under temperature fluctuations, and can be accomplished in the field with

highly trained personnel and sophisticated equipment. However, the technique is

too cumbersome and inefficient to be practical in an application that requires

repetitive connection and disconnection.

In a mechanical splice, the fibers are stripped and cleaved as in fusion splicing,
but they are simply held by a small and precise mechanical alignment fixture. Index

matching gel is generally applied at the joint tomjnimize reflections at the interface.

Mechanical splices are more convenient than fusion splices because they require less

equipment and training, but their general loss performance is poor, and they are not.

very stable with temperature. Mechanical splices are also not very practical for

applications that require many connect-disconnect cycles because the small and

fragile fiber is difficult to handle.

In multi-fiber connectorized splicing, a group ofeight or twelve ribbonized fibers

are stripped and permanently bonded into a precision molded composite alignment
fixture. The fibers are arranged in a row and are polished flat with a slight

protrusion from the composite holder. This protrusion allows for physical contact
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between the mating fibers when a connection is made. This type of connector is

mainly used for high-density cable splices. It is not applicable where reconfiguration
of individual fiber joints is required.

In single-fiber connectorized splicing, the fiber is stripped and permanently
bonded into a high precision ceramic ferrule. The end of the ferrule is polished with

a convex radius so that when two connectors are mated in a sleeve, the fiber cores

are in physical contact. Direct connectorization is probably the most .diffi.cult
splicing method to accomplish in the field due to the polishing and fiber bonding

operations. However, connectorized patch cords and pig-tails (fiber with connector

on one end) can be economically produced in a factory. The pig-tails and patch cords

can be easily installed in the field.

There are also hybrid connectorization methods that involve either fusion

splicing or mechanical splicing to a stub fiber that is pre-installed in a factory

polished connector. Hybrid connectorization merges the advantages of fusion or

mechanical splicingwith a factory polished connector. The disadvantages are higher
loss and lower temperature stability formechanically spliced hybrids.

In general, connectorized fiber joints have low loss, have good temperature

stability and are exceptionally easy to connect and disconnect. Connectorized joints
are very popular and are typically used in business and equipment applications
where rapid, reliable and low cost reconfiguration is highly valued. Connectors

become extremely critical as the fiber optic networkmoves out from the central office

towards the customer. Currently, fiber to the desk requires connectors close to each

computer and soon, fiber optic Connectors will penetrate the home similar to the

current phone jack. The increased demand for connectors.will generate an

increasing focus on reliability and cost effectiveness.
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Figure 4. Structure of the SC connector.

The structure of one of the most popular connector types is shown in Figure 4.

The boot provides strain relief to improve the reliability of the connector when force

is applied to the attached cable. The connector body provides a simple method to

firmly attach the connector to a panel. The ceramic ferrule protects the mechanical

integrity of the fiber during multiple connect and disconnect cycles. The ceramic

material is. also very resistant to wear and thus can maintain high precision

alignment over many connect-disconnect cycles. Two connectors are mated together

by inserting one connector in either end ofa cylindrical ceramic split sleeve as shown

in Figure 5. The sleeve provideS a commonmechanical alignment reference point.

Ferrule 2

Figure 5. ·Cross-section of two ferrules mated in a sleeve.

The spring, strain relief, and polish are very important components in the

manufacture of a connector, but the ceramic feiTule is arguably the most important
component of the connector because its geometry determines physical contact and

6



fiber core alignment accuracy of the fibers being joined. Physical contact of the fiber

cores is desired because it eliminates the need for index matching gel to reduce

Fresnel reflections at the joint. Physical contact is obtained by providing a welI

controlled end radius on the femile. The core of the fiber is very small (cf. Figure 2)

and the resulting diameter of the mode guided by the fiber is approximately 9 um,

Therefore, very accurate alignment of the fiber cores is critical to minimizing signal
loss at the connection point. If the 125 um hole in the ferrule is not precisely in the

center of the outside diameter of the ferrule, there will be some misalignment
between the cores of the connected fibers, and the signal loss at the connection will

increase. The distance between the center of the hole and the center of the outside

diameter ofthe ferrule is called the concentricity error. A fundamental requirement
for controlling the concentricity error of the ferrule is to have an accurate and

repeatable method for measuring it during manufacture. This thesis examines the

limitations of the current practice in ferrule concentricity measurements and

proposes a newmethod to improve the accuracy of the measurement.

1.2 THESIS ORGANIZATION

This thesis is comprised of five different sections. Chapter 1 has provided the

background and the setting for the problem to be solved. Chapter 2 describes the

current practice and limitations of ferrule concentricity measurements. Chapter 3

discusses the experimental apparatus that was used to demonstrate an

experimental realization of the method and Chapter 4 gives an analysis of several

measurements performed on the apparatus. Chapter 5 provides the conclusions.
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2 STATE OF THEART

The standard ferrule concentricity measurement methods[1][2] can be divided

into two basic approaches: the surface reference method, and the hole reference

method. Close examination of these methods will show their limitations in the

presence of roundness error.

2.1 SURFACE REFERENCEMETHOD

Surface reference techniques are typically variations of the illustration shown in

Figure 6.

Measure Rotate 180° Measure

Figure 6. Surface reference method ..

First, the ferrule is positioned in a v-groove and the position of the center of the

micro-hole is measured. Then the part is rotated through 1800 and the position of

the micro-hole is measured again. The difference between the two micro-hole

centers is calculated to give concentricity error. The fundamental assumption of this

method is that the center of the micro-hole will trace out a perfect circle when the

part is rotated in the v-groove. Based on this assumption, the concentricity is

. calculated by measuring the distance between two points on the micro-hole rotation

locus that are 1800 apart.
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To understand the limitations of this method, consider again the standard

surface reference measurement apparatus shown in Figure 6. It is generally not

immediately obvious how the concentricity and roundness interact to produce a

micro-hole displacement. Perhaps the best way to illustrate this relationship is to

initially consider the case of a ferrule with a perfectly round outside diameter. Once

the perfect roundness ease is understood, then a small imperfection on the outside

diameter of the ferrule can be introduced to clearly show the influence of the

roundness error.

If the ferrule is perfectly round, there will be no displacement perpendicular to

the v-groove faces as the ferrule is rotated, because the contact geometry remains

constant. Thus the onlymovement that will be apparent will be the rotation of the

ferrule about its center. This is true for any angle subtended by the v-groove.

Although it is not important now, the angle of the v-groove will become important
later in the discussion of the measurement of a ferrule with imperfect roundness. If

the ferrule has zero concentricity error, the micro-hole simply rotates about its

center as the ferrule is rotated. However, if there is some concentricity error, then

the center of the micro-hole traces out a complete circle per revolution of the ferrule,
as the ferrule rotates about itscenter as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Perfectly round ferrule rotating in a v-groove.

Standard industry practice is to define the diameter of the traced-out circle as

the concentricity error. Thus, for exceptionally round ferrules, finding the diameter

of.the traced-out circle using basic geometry (d. standard methods) is an accurate

9



way to measure concentricity. However, for a ferrule with significant roundness

error, it will be shown that simple geometry is no longer a sufficient method for

calculating the concentricity error.

Let us now consider the same non-concentric ferrule as before, but with a slight

imperfection on the outside diameter of the part. As this imperfection rotates

around, the ferrule (and hence the micro-hole) will be displaced as the imperfection
touches each face of the v-groove as shown in Figure 8. This is where the angle of

the v-groove becomes important. If the v-groove subtends some angle other than

90°, the ferrule will be forced to pivot around the imperfection to remain in contact

with the other face of the v-groove. This greatly complicateS the analysis of the

movement of the micro-hole. However, if the v-groove subtends an angle of 90°, the

displacement (due to roundness error) from. one face of the v-groove will be

perpendicular and therefore independent of any displacement from the other face of

the v-groove. This is an important simplification because it reduces the analysis of

the problem to one dimension. Figure 8 shows simulated displacement traces for the

ferrule with a slight imperfection. Note how the hole position is displaced

perpendicular to each v-groove face by the imperfection.

Ferrule Orientation

Hole Displacement Trace

c::�) ..o ..o ..o Perfect
------

Trace
� Imperfect

Trace

Figure 8. Simulated hole displacement traces for slightly imperfect ferrule.
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It should now be apparent that the more the ferrule deviates from perfect
roundness the less circular the micro-hole trace will become, and the less accurate a

simple circle fitwill be at estimating the concentricity error of the ferrule.

2.2 BOLE REFERENCE METHOD

The hole reference method typically involves aligning the center of rotation of

the measurement device around the center of the hole in the ferrule in a

configUration similar to Figure 9.

Figure 9. Hole Reference Method.

A mechanical pickup is used to measure the minimum and maximum. deviation

of a probe as the ferrule is rotated through 360 degrees. The difference between the

maximum. and minimum deviation is calculated to give a value for concentricity.

Theprecision of the hole reference method can be quite good (that is, unaffected

,by roundness) if the center of the hole can be placed accurately and many points are

taken in the,calculation of deviation. However, because the mechanical pickup is

touching the outside diameter of the ferrule, it is quite obvious that the roundness

error is still directly contributing to the measured deviation. Hence, the accuracy of

this method for measuring concentricity error also suffers from the contribution of

roundness error. Although the configurations of the, two main methods are

somewhat different, they both suffer from the same problem of confounding

concentricity errorwith roundness error.
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2.3
.

SUMMARY

The standard measurement methods are accurate and precise when the

roundness error of the outside diameter is small compared to the concentricity error.

However, as the roundness error increases, the concentricity measurement accuracy
is reduced because the roundness error contributes to the displacement of the ferrule

micro-hole or the pick-up. If only a few measurement locations are used, the

precision is quite poor because different orientations of the part will yield different

contributions due to the roundness error. Some of the variations of the standard

methods allow for improvement of the measurement precision by monitoring the

position of the center of the micro-hole or pick-up deviation at several different

angular orientations of the ferrule. However, the accuracy still suffers significantly
because the contribution of roundness error is confounded with the concentricity
error. At the same time, roundness error is also an important parameter that

characterizes the quality of the ferrule. A separation between ferrule concentricity
and .roundness error would improve the control of connector insertion loss and

identify ferrules with poor roundness error. This thesis proposes a new method for

measuring ferrule concentricity that overcomes many of the limitations of current

standardmeasurementmethods.

12



3 PROPOSEDMETHOD

This thesis proposes a method that allows the concentricity error to be

separated from the roundness error. The mechanical configuration of this method is

identical to the surface reference method shown in Figure 6 but more sophisticated
analysis is employed. In the proposed method, the concentricity and roundness

errors are calculated using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Because the

frequency components generated by the DFT are orthogonal, the roundness and

concentricity are also orthogonal when calculated by this method, and thus are

separate. The increased number of points and the statistical nature of the DFT

calculation yields a very precise measurement method for both concentricity and

roundness error.

3.1 THEORYOF OPERATION

In Section 2.1 it was shown that the cOncentricity is measured by calculating the

distance between two points on the diameter of the circle traced out by the micro

hole. There is another way to calculate the diameter of this circle. The micro-hole

displacement traces can be separated into x and y components and the Fast Fourier

Transform (FF'l') algorithm can be applied to either component. If the trace is

circular, the FFT will show only one component, at a frequency of one cycle per

revolution with a magnitude equal to one half of the diameter of the circle. This

simple case illustrates how the FFT algorithm can be used to calculate the

concentricity. When there is roundness error present in the ferrule, the FFT

algorithm becomes much more useful. When a 90° v-groove is used, the Cartesian

coordinate axes are defined to be parallel to the faceS of the v-groove. As shown in

Section 2.1, in this configuration, the displacement due to roundness error from one

face of the v-groove 'will be perpendicular and therefore independent of any

displacement from the other face of the v-groove. Thus the x- and y-components of

the traces will be exactly the same, but will differ in phase by 90°. The position of

the center of the micro-hole, measured along one axis, will then be the sum of the

13



sinusoidal displacement due to concentricity error (as in the perfect roundness case),

plus the displacement due to roundness error. The FFT algorithm is used to

separate the micro-hole displacement trace into various rotational frequency

components. The one cycle per revolution component represents the concentricity
error of the ferrule. Because the displacement of the hole is due only to concentricity
and roundness error, the remaining frequency components must be due to the

roundness error. This distinction can be considered from another perspective. The

center of the ferrule is defined to be the point about which the magnitude of the 1

rev-l frequency component of roundness will equal zero, which is equivalent to the

center found by the least sum of squares fit of a circle to the outside diameter of the

part. Therefore, any 1 rev-I frequency component in the micro-hole trace is due to

concentricity error, not roundness error..

8.1.1 MATHEMATICALEXPLOITATION OF TRACES.

As described in Section 3.1, for a perfectly round ferrule rotating in a 90° v

groove, the center of the micro-hole will trace out a circular path. This trace can be

represented by

(1)

(2)

where x and y are the coordinates of the center of the micro-hole, Xo and Yo are the

coordinates of the center of the outside diameter of the ferrule, c is the concentricity
error and 8 is the rotation angle of the ferrule. For a ferrule that has an outside

diameter that is not round, we can define the radius r(8) as

r(8)=ro +0(8) (3)
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where ro is the mean radius of the ferrule and 8(8) is the roundness error. As long

as �(8 � «ro' any roundness error will manifest itself as an offset perpendicular to

the surface of the v-groove. As stated in Section 8.1, for a 90° v-groove, the x and

yoffsets due to roundness errorwill be orthogonal to each other, andwill be related

by a t phase change. Thus for an out of round part, the center of the micro-hole will

trace out a path which is the sum of the offset due to concentricity and the offset due

to roundness error. This is given by

(4)

(5)

as the ferrule rotates in the v-groove. Because 8(8) is roundness error only, it will
have no frequency component at 1 rev-I. Thus each term of (4) or (5) is completely

independent of the other terms and examination of the rotational frequency

components shows:

• DC component is an offset due to the mean radius ofthe ferrule,

• 1 rev-I component has magnitude equal to one half of the concentricity

error, and

• Remainjng components (> 1 rev-I) are due to roundness error.

In practice, the (x,y) coordinates of the center of the micro-hole are measured

at several discrete angular orientations of the ferrule equally spaced in 8 and

covering one complete revolution of the ferrule. A discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

algorithm is applied to either the x- or y-component of the position data to obtain the

frequency components. The frequency components of the roundness error are very

useful for correcting the ferrule manufacturing process, as
: different lobing

frequencies diagnose different process problems. However, roundness traces are
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often desired in addition to the lobing frequency components. Obtaining the

roundness traces is a two step procedure. First the DC and concentricity

components found using the FFT algorithm are filtered out (set to zero). Then, the

Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is applied to the filtered spectrum and the

resulting curve is 8(8).

For very rough parts, where high frequency components are present, aliasing
becomes a problem if the number of points taken is less than twice the highest

frequency component in the roundness error, The v-groove provides some anti

aliasing pre-filtering because the flat surface will not reach into the valleys of high
frequency roundness. In general, finished ferrules are very smooth and lobing

frequencies are limited to less than 15 rev!. Thus in most cases, 32 points are

sufficient to accuratelymeasure the roundness and concentricity of the ferrule.

3.1.2 ASYMMETRICALROUNDNESS CORRECTION

The concentricity found with the FFT method is measured with respect to the

.

center of the Least Sum of Squares (LSS) best fit outside diameter of the part..

However, when the ferrule is installed, it does not contact the sleeve on the�fit

circle, but rather it contacts the sleeve on the minimum circumscribed circle (MCC).

The roundness error of the sleeve is small and will be neglected in this analysis.
When there is only one dominant lobing frequency, then the center of the MCC will

coincide with the center of the best-fit circle and no correction is necessary.

However, when there is more than one lobing.frequency present, the three contact

points on the MCC may not be equidistant from the �fit center of the ferrule.

Thus the best-fit center will be offset from the center of the sleeve when the

connector is installed. This situation is illustrated in Figure 10.
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LSS Diameter

Figure 10. Multi-lobe LSS ferrule center offset in sleeve.

To calculate the installed concentricity, the LSS (best-fit) concentricity error

vector obtained from the DFT calculation needs to be corrected by the offset between

the Mee and the LSS centers. To calculate the required. offset, the center of the

Moe is found with respect to the best-fit center using the calculated roundness

traces, and then added to the concentricity using simple vector addition as pictured
in Figure 10. The calculation of the center of the Mee can be accomplished by

applying simplex optimization to an eStimated center point so that the maximum

radius is. minimized. The effect ofthis offset was studied with a computer

simulation that varied the relative magnitudes of frequency components up to 15

rev!. The magnitude of the offset correction was typically less than 10% of the peak
to-valley (P-V) roundness error. A typical industry specification requires roundness
error to be less than 0.5 J.UD, so the correction is usually less than 0.05 um which is

very small relative to the typical industry concentricity specification of less than 1.0

um, But, even though this correction is a second order effect, it must be included to

achieve the highest possible accuracy.
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3.2 APPARATUS.

In order to verify the theory and to demonstrate the potential of the proposed

method, a complete measurement apparatus was constructed. Because

measurements are being made in the sub 1 J.IlIl region, a clean environment for the

test station is essential to achieve accurate and repeatable results. Contaminants in

thev-groove or in the ferrule can greatly reduce the accuracy ofthe measurement. A

class 1000 clean bench Uess than 1000 particles per m3) is used for the measurement

apparatus presented here. The end face of the parts must also be very clean since

contamination of the ferrule end face will reduce the accuracy of the edge detection

algorithm and thus affect the accuracy of the measurement. Contamination inside

the hole can affect the uniformity of the illumination, which also affects the accuracy

of the measurement.

A basic schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 11.

<Ought Source

v-groove mount

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the measurement apparatus

Only one computer is needed to control the movement of the ferrule and analyze
the images of the micro-hole. A standard mM compatible computerwith a 166 MHz

Pentium processor is used and it is fast enough to achieve one complete
measurement in approximately 4 seconds. The main bottleneck in the processing

images is the data transfer from the frame grabber to the computer. There are three

functions of the apparatus that are worthy of detailed discussion: positioning the
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ferrule, obtaining images of the micro-hole and analyzing the images. Although only

hardware is usually considered part of the apparatus, the image analysis software is

included because, like the hardware, it was custom built for this application but it is

not the only acceptable implementation. The particular implementation presented
here is one of many options that could have been chosen without fundamentally

affecting the performance of the proposed measurement.method.

3.2.1 POsmONINGHARDWARE

As shown in Figure 12, the ferrule to be measured is inserted into a v-groove.

The faces of the v-groove subtend an angle of 90°. It is important that the v-groove

is made out of a very hard and smooth material tominimize friction and wear. The

v-groove is made almost the same length as the ferrule and the ferrule will make a

line contact on both faces of the v-groove. Point contact rather than line contact is

often preferred in precision instruments but the ceramic ferrule is made of such a

hardmaterial that any point of contact in a measurement instrument tends to erode

rapidly.

Figure 12. Ferrule positioning schematic

A computer controlled stepper motor system is used to rotate the ferrule during
the measurement process. As shown in Figure 12, a free rotating arm allows the

apparatus to open .

and close for insertion of the ferrule. The position of the

counterbalance on the other end of the arm is adjusted so that the rotator applies
19



the appropriate contact force to the ferrule. Precise synchronization of the motor

and . frame grabber is required in order for the images to be captured at the

appropriate moment. During a measurement, the motor is set to step at a constant

pulse rate and then the current position is polled to determine the appropriate
moment to capture an· image. The effective rotation rate of the ferrule is

approximately 0..3 revolutions per second. At such a slow rotation rate, no difference

in image quality could be detected between moving and still images. The effective

resolution of the ferrule rotation system is -11,000 steps per ferrule revolution or �2

sec of arc per step. This is sufficiently accurate to achieve sharp frequency peaks in

the roundness error spectrum.

3.2.2 IMAGING HARDWARE

The imaging hardware consists of a microscope assembly, a Charge Coupled
Device (CCD) camera and a frame grabber.

The microscope assembly consists of a standard 40X microscope objective at the

end of a microscope tube. The tube is attached to a high-resolution slide to provide
focus adjustment. The ferrule is illuminated from the back with a high intensity
diffuse light source; a diffuse light source is required in order to achieve uniform

image intensity and high intensity is required to achieve sufficient contrast in the

image and a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Imaging is performed with a monochromatic interline transfer CCD camera

with a resolution of 768 x 493 pixels. The total CCD detector area is 8.8 x 6.6 mm.

The gain of the camera is set manually and is fixed while measuring a ferrule.

Setting the gain in the camera is a trade off between SNR and contrast. The gain
must be set low enough to attain the highest possible SNR, but high enough that
there is still sufficient contrast to interpret the image.

The CCD camera provides standard RS-170. analog video output. This analog
video signal is digitized using a frame grabber card in the PC-compatible computer.
The frame grabber provides a resolution of 640x480 pixels at 256 intensity levels. In
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image space, this translates into a spatial resolution of 0.84 um per pixel. Sub-pixel
resolution can be achieved in edge determination by appropriate interpolation of

pixel intensity as described in Section 3.2.4. A good quality image appears as a

white circle on a black background. The image of the end-face of the ferrule is

displayed in real-time on the monitor of the PC for alignment, evaluation, and

troubleshooting.

3.2.3 IMAGEANALYSIS SOFTWARE

The software libraries provided by the imaging hardware manufacturer were

not sufficient to complete the necessary analyses of the digitized micro-hole images.
Three major software routines were written to enable the necessary calculations to

be made. The custom software consisted of routines to find the edges of the micro

hole, to calculate the coordinates of the center of the image of the micro-hole, and to

calculate the FFl' of the position data.

3.2.3.1 EDGE FINDING TECHNIQUE

The hole edge finding algorithm converts the digitized image into a set of x and

y coordinate pairs representing the edge points of the circle. The coordinates of an

edge point are determined by searching for regions where the intensities of two

adjacent pixels are on opposite sides of a specified intensity threshold, Ith • To

achieve sub-pixel resolution in edge. point location, the pixel intensities are

interpolated as follows. For an edge found between two pixels in the same row 'i, in

adjacent column locations c) and c2 with intensities I) and 12, the interpolation is

made between the columns, yielding the edge coordinates

(6)
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where c1 < c2• For an edge found between two pixels in the same column c1' in

adjacent row locations 'i. and r2 with intensities II and Ii' the interpolation is

made between the rows, yielding the edge coordinates

(7)

where 'i < r2 •

Instead of scanning the entire image for edge points, a more efficient algorithm
is employed. The search for edge points begins by horizontally scanning for pixels

larger than the threshold to find the first edge point. Following the discovery of the

first edge point, the basic concept of the algorithm is analogous to walking around a

(discretely) circular room with white tiles on the floor, keeping your left hand

against the black threshold wall. In this scenario there are three options that can be

taken as shown in Figure 13.

Option 1. Option 2. Option 3.

Figure 13. The 3 possible move options in the edge search algorithm.

The first option to try, if the wall is not in the way, is simply to walk one tile

forward. . If the wall is still on the left, then another edge point is found, If the wall

is no longer on the left, then rotate 900 to the left and take another step forward to

find the next edge point. Finally, if the wall is in the way, simply rotate 900 to the

right to find the next edge point. Note that this algorithm does not depend on the

current absolute direction, just try to walk forward first, forward and left next, or

finally just a right turn. This "walking" process is repeated until the starting

position is reached again. The computer code for thiS algorithm is quite elementary.
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Basically the current direction and position are stored between moves and the move

options are tested in succession for each step.

3.2.3.2 ROLE CENTERFINDING TECHNIQUE

Once the hole edge points have been found, a least sum of squares (LSS) fit to a

circle is used to determine the co-ordinates of the center of the hole in the ferrule.

The LSS fit is an unbiased and accurate estimator of the true location of the center

of the hole when there are very few outliers [3]. Small contaminants or small

imperfections such as chips or scratches at the end of the micro-hole appear as

outliers in the fitted circle. The sensitivity of the LSS technique to outliers makes

this measurement very sensitive to ferrule hole quality. Poor hole quality can lead

to very inaccuratemeasurements.

The derivation of the circle fit follows. Given a set ofN edge points in Cartesian

coordinates (x,y pairs), where the edge points define a closed curve, it is possible to

define a circle that best describes the curve such that the error, expressed as the

sum of the distance from the circle to each edge pair squared, is minimised. The

formula that describes a circle in Cartesian coordinates is:

(8)

whereXo and Yo are the coordinates of the center of the circle and R is the radius of

the circle. A normalized form of (8) grouped by powers ofx and y is:

(9)

where
.

1
PI =

X/ +Y02 _R2
' (10)

(11)

(12)
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s = L(PI(Xj2 + Yi2)+ P2Xi + P3Yi +1)2
N

(13)

,.
.

The sum of squared error is given by:

The minimum in S occurs when the partial derivatives of S with respect to

PI'P2'and P3 are simultaneously equal to zero. This results in a linear set of

equations ofthe form.:

DP=M (14)

"",42224,,-Xi + Xi Yi + Yi
D= ,LX/ +xiY/

"'" 2 3

,,-Xi v, + v,

(15)

Note that the summations in the matrices are taken over the N points in the

data set. Basic matrix algebra can be used to solve for Pwhich in turn can calculate

the best tit estimates for Xo' Yo and R.

In this application, the edge detection algorithm. generates an average of about

1600 points per image. These data are decimated to 400 points to improve the speed
of calculation. At this number of points, repeated measurements of stationary

ferrules show a random uncertainty of about 10 nm in the coordinates of the hole

center.

8.2.3.3 FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM

The routines for FFT and IFFT were adapted directly from [4]-. In this

application, the magnitudes of the forward transform. of the micro-hole position data

represent lobing amplitudes. The DC component is a measure of the radius of the

part. The one cycle per revolution component is the concentricity error and the

remaining components represent lobing frequencies in the roundness of the part. As
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described in the theory, the phase information generated by the transform can be

used to correct the concentricity value for parts with asymmetrical roundness. With

the DC and concentricity components filtered out (set to zero), the inverse transform

is performed. The result of the inverse transform is the surface roundness profile of
. the part as a function of angular orientation.. This trace can be used to calculate P-V

roundness error or other roundness figures ofmerit.

In order to realize the computation efficiency of the FFl' algorithm, the number

of hole position data points must be an integer power of two. In this application, a

total of 32 data points are used for each transform. This number ofpoints is a trade

off between time, roundness resolution and the requirements of the FF1' algorithm.
Because only 32 points are used, any lobing components higher than 16 cycles per
revolution will be aliased into lower lobing frequency components. The v-groove

itself provides some anti-aliasing protection because the flat surface will not pass

high lobing frequencies into displacements. However, the cut-off frequency of the v

groove is still larger than 16 cycles per revolution and thus aliasing is still present in

the calculations. The effect of aliasing is negligible for a typical finished ferrule

whose lobing components are generally less than 15 cycles per revolution.

3.3 CALIBRATION

To accurately measure the concentricity and roundness error the measurement

system must be calibrated. There are two calibration factors for the camera: the

horizontal distance in object space per pixel, and the vertical distance in object space

per pixel. These calibration factors are determined by placing a National Institute of

Science and Technology (NIST) traceable graticule with known line spacings in the

field of view of the camera. The number of pixels between the centers of two

features is calculated and divided by the known line spacing to generate a pixel per

IJlIl factor. This procedure is repeated with the graticule rotated 90° ·to calibrate the

other scale. Repeated calibrations have shown no detectable drift in these

calibration factors. An important but subtle distinction, as illustrated in [5], is that

this is adistance c8libration not a length calibration. This makes sense considering
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that the concentricity measurement is calculated using the difference between

centers of images. But this also depends on an underlying assumption that the

calculated center of the micro-hole does not significantly change with variations in

the edge threshold. If the calculated center did change significantly depending on the

edge threshold, then the "true" edge of the micro-hole would have to be found

through a complex analysis of the diffraction of the edge of the hole and the

coherence of the light .souree. For the. current apparatus, the variation in

concentricity due to reasonable threshold changes was found to be -±O.03 J,Un which

is an insignificant systematic error compared to a typical industry specification of

1.0 J.Illl for concentricity. This systematic error is held constant by adjusting the

threshold to obtain correlationwith amaster ferrule.

For the FFT algorithm to give accurate estimates of frequency components, the

images must be taken at precise and accurate intervals of ferrule rotation. This

requires that the stepper motor system be calibrated to obtain an accurate count of

the number of steps per degree of ferrule rotation. The calibration factor is

calculated by placing an exceptionally round ferrule with relatively large

concentricity error into the measurement apparatus. Many images are captured,
and hole centers are calculated, as the motor travels through a specified number of

steps. Because a round ferrule is Used, the trace of the micro-hole centers will be

very nearly circular. The center of this circular trace is calculated using a least

squares fit to the data. To calculate the motor steps per degree of ferrule rotation,

divide the difference in rotational angle between the first and last images by the

specified number of steps. This factor generates a systematic error because each

ferrule has a slightly different outside diameter. However, the diameters vary by
less than 0.05%, which directly translates into the same 0.05% error for the

calibration factor. Such small variations in this calibration factor have shown no

significant differences in the final measurements.
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3.4 ERRORDETECTION

To be suitable for a production environment, the measuring instrument must be

robust. One of the cornerstones of a·robust instrument is the ability to detect error

conditions that prevent accurate measurements. There are some obvious error

conditions, such as no ferrule in the v-groove or the stepper motor not working, that

are easily handled. However, slipping of the part with respect to the rotator and

contamination in the micro-hole are common error conditions that need more

sophisticated detection.

3.4.1 SLIPDETECTION

The surface of the ceramic ferrule is polished to a very smooth finish. This

makes it difficult to achieve high friction between the rotating device and the ferrule.

If there is any contamination on the ferrule, the v-groove, or the rotator, the partwill

have a tendency to slip against the rotating device. This presents a problem because

the FFT algorithm depends on having measurements at 32 equally spaced positions
in one rotation of the ferrule. If no diagnosis of this condition is made, the FFT

algorithm will generate meaningless frequency components, and thus highly
inaccUrate measurements. A simplemethod was found to detect slipping. Instead of

taking data for just one revolution of the part, 64 data points are taken over 2

revolutions of the part. These 64 data points are then analyzed using a 64-point
FFT. Under this analysis, concentricity errorwill show up at 2 cycles per revolution

with roundness harmonics at 4, 6, 8... cycles per revolution because the frequencies
have effectively doubled over the 32�point/one revolution method. There should be

no odd numbered components for a ferrule that doesn't slip because all components
due to ferrule rotation should be a harmonic of 2 cycles per revolution. Thus to

detect slipping, all that needs to be done is check that the odd numbered components

are below a certain noise threshold. If all odd components are below the noise

threshold, the analysis can proceed without concern about slipping.
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3.4.2 ID CONTAMINATIONDETECTION

If the inside diameter of the part is not cleaned sufficiently, there will be small

particles visible on the micro-hole image. Because the edge detection routine only
looks for changes in light intensity, these small contamination particles will be

interpreted by the routine as being part of the edge of the micro-hole. When the

least squares fit is applied to the edge data to find the center of the micro-hole, this

contaminationwill cause the center to shift away from the true center of the hole. If

the contamination is on the side of the hole furthest from the center of the ferrule, it

will reduce the measured value of the coneentrieity. If the contamination is on the

side of the hole closest to the center of the ferrule, it will increase the measured

value of the concentricity. This inaccuracy can become very significant if the

contamination particle is larger than a few tenths of a micron. To diagnose this

condition a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) technique was developed. The noise is the

distance from each point to the best-fit circle and the signal is simply the radius of .

the best-fit circle. Thus the SNR is calculated from

N·R2
SNR = lOlog-'N--

�>;�j
i=1

(16)

where R is the best-fit radius of the micro-hole, N is the number of edge points,
and e�] is the distance from each point to the best fit circle. ID contamination is

detected by screening out all parts where the SNR of the measured micro-hole is not

above a certain minimum value. This'detection method has proven to be very

sensitive to small particles and thus very effective at identifying contaminated parts.
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4 RESULTS

A multitude of measurements was made using the apparatus described in

Chapter 3. Some of these results have been published elsewhere in [6]. The results

of the many experimental measurements were analyzed in two different ways.

First, they were compared with what is predicted by the theory. Then, the

repeatability and accuracy of the instrument were calculated to demonstrate its

usefulness for sub-micronmeasurements.

4.1 COMPARISONWITH THEORY

The theory predicted that a part with very small roundness error would have a

nearly circular micro-hole displacement trace, with the spectrum showing only one

dominant frequency component at 1 cycle per revolution. As the roundness error

increases (with respect to concentricity) the displacement trace should become non

circular, with the spectrum showing components at frequencies greater than 1 cycle

per. revolution. This progression is demonstrated in Figure 14. Each row in the

figure shows measurements for one ferrule. The first row contains simulated plots
for an ideal ferrule with 1.0 um concentricity error but zero roundness error. By

comparing these rows, one can clearly see that the progression from low to high
roundness results in the trace changes predicted by the theory.
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Figure 14. Displacement, roundness and frequency plots for different ferrules

For the theory to be correct, the roundness traces generated should agree with

direct roundness error measurements. The roundness error was detennined

independently, using a Rank-Taylor Talyrond 30 commercial mechanical stylus
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instrument. A schematic of this instrument ts shown in Figure 15. In the

commercial instrument, the ferrule is mounted vertically on a rotating high

precision air bearing. A stylus is brought into contact with the part. High precision

point contact is obtained by the use of a small ruby sphere on the end of the stylus.
The pick-up on the stylus records the deviation of the part as it is rotated. The

roundness is then calculated from this deviation data. The second column ofFigure
14 shows the roundness found by the proposed method, and the third column shows

the roundness found by the stylus method. As seen, excellent qualitative agreement
is achieved between the two methods over a broad array of different roundness

conditions. This agreement clearly shows that the proposed method is capable of

measuring roundness error as predicted by the theory. A quantitative consideration

ofthe accuracy of the proposed roundness method is given in Section 4.2.2.

Ferrule

Chuck

Figure. 15 .. Schematic of commercial

roundness measurement apparatus.

It is difficult to independently verify the concentricity value. At first one might
consider building a connector and measuring the loss performance for verification of

the concentricity. From a practical perspective though, this is quite difficult because

variation in fiber diameter, fiber.concentricity, and ferrule inside diameter are very

difficult to control, and they affect the loss of the connector considerably. However,

the verification of the concentricity value can be made indirectly. For the case oflow

roundness error, the diameter of the micro-hole displacement circle can easily be

measured and compared with the result from the�. The analysis gets more
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complicated when roundness error is present. Since the movement of the micro-hole

(when it is rotated in the v-groove) is due to roundness and concentricity only, and

since it has been shown that it has been possible to clearly separate the movement

due to roundness error, the remaining component of movement must be due to

concentricity error,

4.2 REPEATABILITYAND ACCURACY

For a measuring instrument, simply showing that the results generally agree

with the theory is not enough information for a complete evaluation. When

evaluating the performance of an instrument, repeatability and accuracy are two of

the most commonly used measures. Repeatability is a measure of the random

variation in a measured value due to the instrument itsel£ It is important that the

repeatability is small relative to the expected variation in the parameter to be

measured so that the instrument can adequately discriminate between objects being
measured. Accuracy is a measure of how close the measured value is to the "true"

value. To evaluate the performance of the proposed measurement method, the

repeatability and accuracy were calculated for both concentricity and roundness

error.
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4.2.1 CONCENTRICITY

The repeatability of the concentricity measurement was examined for five

ferrules tested five times each, in random order. The results of these measurements

. are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Concentricity Repeatability data (in J.LDl)

Part #

Trial 1 2 3 .4 5

1 0.39 0.56 0.41 0.82 0.29

2 0.40 0.55 0.39 0.82 0.30

3 0.37 0.56 0.42 0.80 0.28

4 ·0.39 0.55 0.43 0.81 0.30

5 0.39 0.55 0.42 0.83 0.29

02 0.00012 0.00003 0.00023 0.00013 0.00007

Pooled 02 = 0.000116, Pooled 0 = 0.011

The total pooled 30 repeatability for concentricity was found to be 0.03 J.LDl.

Given a standard ceramic ferrule industry specification of 1 J.LDl for concentricity,
this results in a discrimination ratio of 26, which is well above the general guideline
of 10 [7].

To determine the accuracy of an instrument, a typical procedure is to take the

average of several measurements on the instrument and compare it to a known

standard.. This procedure works well for measurements such as length or diameter

because inmost cases standard reference materials ormethods are readily available.

However, no standard reference material is available for measuring ferrule
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concentricity in the sub-micron range. The situation is even more troublesome

because the standard ferrule concentricity measurement methods are inaccurate,

which leaves no secondary comparison method. This makes it extremely difficult to

judge the accuracy ofany ferrule concentricitymeasurement. Therefore the accuracy

is determined by comparing measurement differences between the proposed method

and a standard methodwithwhat would be predicted by the theory.

The two-point surface reference method was used to compare.with the proposed
method. In light of the theory presented in Section 3, when comparing the two

methods, it would be expected that for ferrules with very low roundness error the

measured values should be quite repeatable and hardly differ at all. As the

roundness error becomes larger (compared to the concentricity) it would be expected
that the repeatability of the two-point method would degrade. The repeatability of
the proposed method should remain unaffected by the increased roundness. The

difference between the average value using each method should also increase, as the

two-point method will actually begin to resemble more of a roundness error

measurement than a concentricity error measurement. Several ferrules with

varying roundness error to concentricity error ratios were measured using each

method. Each ferrule was measured several times so that an estimate of the

repeatability could be made. Figure 16 shows the resulting measurement

differences between the two methods. The error bars in the figure show the range of

values using the two point method as a percentage of the FFT based concentricity
error value.
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measurement differences as a function of, roundness error to

concentricity error ratio.

The results agree with the theory. For low roundness error to concentricity
error ratios, the two methods converge, but for higher ratios the methods diverge

rapidly in average value, with the two-point method becoming very unrepeatable for

large roundness error.

4.2.2 ROUNDNESS ERROR

The repeatability of the roundness error was calculated using the same

approach as for concentricity. Table 2 shows the results of the repeatability .

measurements for roundness error.
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Table 2. Roundness Repeatability data (in um)

Part I

Trial 1 2 3 4 5

1 0.24 0.33 0.71 0.54 0.30

2 0.25 ·0.34 0.74 0.57 0.29

3 0.23 0.36 0.73 0.56 0.27

4 0.27 0.36 0.76 0.61 0.28

5 0.21 0.33 0.75 0.62 0.31

02 0.00050 0.00023 0.00037 .0.00115 0.00025

Pooled 02 = 0.0005, Pooled 0 = 0.022

The total pooled 30 repeatability for roundness error was found to be 0.07 um,

Given a standard ceramic ferrule industry specification of 0.5 um, this results in a

discrimination ratio of ;"7, which is close to the general industry guideline of 10 and

well above the recommendedminimum. of4.

The accuracy of the roundness measurement was determined by comparing it

with measurements obtained using the mechanical stylus-type roundness

instrument described in Section 4.1. The stylus movement was calibrated using a

NIST traceable standard. The accuracy of the stylus is ...0.025 um, Qualitative

agreement between the stylus based measurement and the proposed method was

demonstrated in Section 4.1. To obtain a quantitative comparison, the peak-to
valley roundness error of several parts was measured using both methods. The

correlation of the twomethods is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Comparison of P-V roundness error for proposed
method and mechanical method (±10' error bars)

Each point on the curve represents an average of 5 measurements on each

apparatus. The regression line shows an offset of 0.004 J.1IIl with a slope of 0.93. The

offset is not statistically significant, but the slope is significantly less than one and

equates to about a 7% disagreement between the two instruments. This

disagreement could be due to the fact that the stylus probe has a much smaller

contact area capable of descending deeper into the roundness valleys in the part
than the flat v-groove. Because the stylus probe takes 3600 points per revolution of

the ferrule and the proposed method takes only 32, the stylus method has a much

higher probability of detecting roundness point defects (real and contamination)

which would tend to make it produce higher measured values. Another possible
source of the difference between the measurements is that there is variation in the
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roundness along the length of the part. The stylus probes measures the roundness

about one circumferential line on the ferrule whereas the proposed method uses

almost the whole ferrule surface for contact. In any case, over the typical industry
roundness specification of 0.5 um the maximum difference is about 0.035 um, which

is an acceptable accuracy level whenmaking a pass/fail decision.
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6 . CONCLUSIONS

6.1 SUMMARY

Fiber optics is becoming one of the most widely deployed technologies in

telecommunications. Maximizing the performance of a fiber optic system is

becoming an increasingly important requirement to meet the rapidly increasing
demand for bandwidth. To optimize the performance of an optical fiber system the

insertion loss of connectors must be minimized. One of the main contributors to

connector insertion loss is ferrule concentricity error. However, the current

standard methods for measuring ferrule concentricity are inaccurate because they

are unable to separate the roundness error of the outside diameter of the ferrule

from the concentricity error. This thesis proposes a new method that uses the FFT

algorithm to separate roundness and concentricity error. The method was shown to

be sufficiently robust to meet the demands of a production environment and to be

highly repeatable for both concentricity and romidness error. High accuracy was

also demonstrated by comparisonwith a traditional mechanical instrument.

6.2 CONCLUSIONS

Separation of ferrule roundness and concentricity error was successfully

accomplished. The proposed measurement method proved to be fast,· robust;

repeatable, and accurate enough for production quality measurements. The high

accuracy and precision of the proposed method will significantly improve the ability
of connector manufacturers to select ferrules with superior characteristics. If the

proposed method were added to the industry standards, the entire connector

manufacturing industry would benefit from the improved ability to recognize

superior quality ferrules. These improved characteristics of the ferrules will result

in high quality, lower loss connections. The connection loss reductionwill ultimately

help tomaximize the performance of fiber optic communications systems to meet the

rapidly increasing demand for bandwidth.
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5.3 FUTURE RESEARCH

One of the weaknesses in proving that the concentricity measurements are

accurate is the lack of an absolute reference. 'To increase the confidence in the

accuracy of the concentricity value, several hundred connectors could be

manufactured from ferrules with various levels of concentricity and roundness as

calculated by the proposed method. The loss of each connector could then be

measured when mated to a concentric reference connector. The average value ofloss

at each level of concentricity should follow the curve predicted by the theoretical

equation for the loss as a function of core offset. Good agreement with the

theoretical curve would give high confidence that the concentricity measurements

are accurate. Another approach would be to make some connectors with ferrules

that have high roundness error but very low concentricity error, and fiber that has

very low concentricity error. When these connectors are mated to ferrules with high

concentricity error, the loss should be very insensitive to the relative rotation angle
of the connectors, with almost zero magnitude at the one cycle per revolution

frequency component. The effect of the roundness error on connector loss could also

be estimated by looking at the magnitude ofany frequency components larger than 1

cycle perrevolution in the loss versus rotation angle curve.

The current measurement apparatus is capable of' only identifying and

screening out parts that have contaminated inside diameters. If a different micro

hole fitting technique was employed, the contaminated sections of the inside

diameter could be filtered out and an accurate measurement of concentricity, and

roundness could still be obtained.
,

This algorithm could reduce the re-measuring and

re-cleaning process that is necessary in a production environment.

Another source of error is due to contamination on the v-groove and the outside

diameter of the ferrule. This type of contamination will increase the concentricity
and roundness error values. Since the contamination will manifest itself as a high
frequency point defect in the roundness trace, appropriate filtering of the traces will
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eliminate the effect of this contamination and reduce the probability of over

estimating the concentricity and roundness.

The proposed apparatus has .the potential to become an all-in-one ferrule

measurement station. With the proper calibrationmethod, the DC component of the

FFT spectrum will estimate of the size of the outside diameter of the ferrule. An

analysis of the microhole image can estimate the size of the inside diameter of the

ferrule. Thus, one quick measurement of a ferrule will characterize it for

concentricityerror, roundness error, outside diameter and inside diameter. With the

exception of end radius and apex offset, these four measurements cover all of the

critical dimensions of the ferrule. The completion of these measureinents will

improve the ferrule measurement accuia.cy and will reduce the measurement time

significantly. These improvements will result in lower cost and higher quality
connectors, which will assist in bringing fiber technology closer to the home.
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